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From bounce houses to carpet cleaners, the equipment rental industry spans a wide range of 
services and products. Whether your company provides event supplies, outdoor recreation 
equipment, or home improvement tools, one thing remains constant: you need the proper 
material management equipment to keep your customers satisfied and your stockroom 
organized.  
 

 
 
For durable, efficient equipment, source your tools from Magline—a company that has 
remained a trusted leader in material handling equipment manufacturing for over 75 years.  
 
Check out these three ways Magliner equipment can improve your equipment rental company.  
 
Enhance Customer Service 
 
You know the importance of going above and beyond for your customers. Equip your team with 
the proper material handling tools to provide your clients with unmatched service. A Magliner 
customized 2 wheel dolly will allow your employees to assist customers with delivering, 
installing, and using their rental equipment safely and efficiently.  
 
Maybe you rent equipment that requires professional setup assistance or simply want to 
appeal to a broader customer base by offering additional delivery and installation services. 
Whatever the reason, a Magliner hand truck can adapt to suit your needs. With a weight 
capacity of up to 500 pounds, this classic tool can reduce injury and allow you to provide quality 
customer service. 
 
Prioritize Organization 
 
Providing your customers with rental equipment is only one aspect of your business. When you 
manage a rental company, maintaining an organized stockroom is essential for keeping track of 

https://www.magliner.com/product/hand-trucks
https://www.magliner.com/product/powered-products/powered-stair-climber


inventory. Fortunately, a heavy duty hand truck capable of handling up to 800 pounds can 
make navigating your warehouse or stockroom feel simple.  
 
Keep your stockroom organized by providing your team with a durable piece of Magliner 
equipment. Their high-quality design will meet your performance standards, and their wide 
range of replacement parts and instructional materials will ensure you can repair your 
equipment as needed.  
  
Increase Efficiency 
 
If your stockroom contains multiple levels, or you are providing rental equipment to a location 
that may require your team to traverse a few flights of stairs, you need a powered stair 
climbing dolly.  
 
The Magliner powered stair climbing dolly combines strength with longevity. The heavy duty 
version is capable of moving 725 pounds up or down stairs. Plus, it features a 2,000-step 
battery life. By traversing stairs quickly and safely, you can optimize your rental company’s 
efficiency both on the job and in the stockroom.   
 
Customer service, organization, and efficiency are essential for operating an equipment rental 
company. Fortunately, with trustworthy and innovative Magliner equipment, you can easily 
provide quality service.   
 
Improve your rental equipment company with tools from https://www.magliner.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/43ND1h2  
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